NYU 2017 Fall Course Title: When the Body has a Mind of its Own: An Interpersonal Perspective on the Treatment of Eating Disorders

Instructor: Jean Petrucelli, Ph.D. 470 West End Ave, Ste. 1AA, NY, NY 10024 212-724-9447 or 917 734 9228 drjpetrucelli@speakeasy.net

5 sessions total on Fridays-- 3 sessions 1:45 - 4:55pm (3 hours)
2 sessions 1:45 – 3:20pm (1 hr 35min)

Oct 20th, Oct 27th Time: 1:45- 3:20 p.m.

(Suggested readings are not required!!! Just add them to your resource list)

Introduction/Overview

Class #1

Eating Disorders are multi-determined biopsychosocial disorders with gender being the single best predictor of their risk. They are complex illnesses that must be treated in the sociopolitical context. Contemporary understanding of successful treatment requires a balance between individual adaptation and cultural gender awareness and our clinical work must join forces with our research findings.

Eating disorders were once considered a population too dangerous to work with in terms of the life threatening medical consequences. But it is the unrelenting internal dialogue and the consuming behavioral rituals that briefly quiet these tortuous thoughts that cause the most suffering. There is an endless stream of fear based judgments, rules, demands and threats that can take over their minds and sometimes drive a life into the ground. It is in the face of these eating disorder thoughts and the difficult emotions and compulsions they provoke, that patients must triumph if they are to begin the long road to recovery.

Treating eating disorders from the interpersonal perspective involves the interplay between attending directly to the disorder and disengaging from the pull to do so. This becomes the inevitable interplay between the therapist and the patient. The emphasis is on how relational interactions contribute to and maintain disordered eating patterns.

Theoretical Foundations

Not surprising, the historical underpinnings of the understanding with eating disorders began with Freud. Freud conceptualized eating disorders of anorexia and bulimia as
hysterical symptoms resulting from unconscious sexual conflict. Hilda Bruch, a psychoanalyst influenced by Frieda Fromm-Reichmann and Harry Stack Sullivan shifted away from the drive defense model and began to emphasize self-development exploring issues of self-continuity, autonomy and powerlessness with eating disordered patients. Bruch advocated that the therapist and the patient act as true collaborators. An interpersonal treatment perspective with eating disorders has much to offer.

I. Scope of the Problem
II. Prevalence, Cultural Issues, Overview of diagnosis with DSM V changes
III. The Confluence of Complex Conditions: Psychological Factors, Interpersonal Factors, Social Factors, Biological Factors and Neurobiological Factors, Health Consequences
IV. Multi-disciplinary Treatment Team Approach
V. Assessing the Level of Care and guidelines
VI. Resource Guide, National Organizations, Facilities
VII. Interpersonal Approach in Treatment
VIII. Eating Disorders as an attempt at self-cure
IX. History and Theoretical Background
   a. Freud
   b. Hilda Bruch
   c. Role of the Mother
   d. Object Relations Point of View – Winnicott& McDougall
   e. Self Psychological Perspective – Goodsitt
   f. Interpersonal Perspective
X. The Initial Consultation
   a. Clinical vignette

Part Two of Class #1

Assessment and Initial Phase of Treatment

Shifting the focus for the patient from food and weight towards that of an interpersonal exchange requires gaining access into the patient’s psychic and interpersonal life. From the interpersonal perspective, areas of concern are not based on issues of internal conflict, urges, wishes or damage. Rather, the emphasis is on how relational interactions contribute to, and maintain, dysfunctional patterns. Engaging the patient in an exploration of the disordered eating is the first step. This needs to be directly addressed so the patient will have a sense that she can feel supported by the treatment and helped in finding ways to ease the torment she feels about her body and her relationship with food.
I. Assessment – The Language of the Eating disordered patient

II. Detailed Inquiry about history and description of eating disorder
   a. What details does a therapist look and ask for in a detailed inquiry with a client with an eating disorder?
   b. Is it “better” to focus on the eating symptoms or on the emotions and underlying dynamics?

III. Alternative Behaviors – self soothing, communication, interpersonal goals

IV. Direct Action Oriented Techniques
   a. Verbal contract – substitution of alternative behaviors for disordered eating behaviors or thinking
   b. Use of the phone, emails or texting
   c. Meaning of the contract – the goal of a contract is not just the abatement of the eating behavior but also understanding what making this contract means to the patient
   d. Concept of delay – fighting the “fuck its”
   e. Holding the idea of an agreement in one’s head
   f. Holding the other in one’s head
   g. Mentalization
   h. What happens

V. Food Journals
   a. Use of fax or email
   b. Journal writing as facilitating the capacity to be alone
   c. Journal writing as facilitating “potential space”
   d. Journal writing as transitional object

VI. Use of food metaphors to bridge the aspects of self through “food” language

VII. Can we integrate Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, Dialectical Behavior Therapy with an interpersonal analytic model?

Readings:


**Suggested:**


**Learning Objectives for Class 1 Parts One and Two**

1. Conceptualize the scope of the problem of eating disorders as multi-determined within the context of culture, individual adaptation, and a person's underlying genetic structure.
2. Develop an awareness of the historical foundations of conceptualizing eating disorders.

3. Identify underlying issues involved with eating disorders, compulsions and addictions and explain why gender remains the single best predictor of risk.

4. Identify interpersonal perspectives as a framework for the treatment of patients with anorexia, bulimia, bulimarexia and binge eating disorders.

5. Apply the integration of other treatment modalities with an interpersonal framework with the goal of extending the knowledge in this arena to broaden clinical practice.

6. Effectively describe and apply action-oriented techniques, such as food logs, journals and contracting.

Class #2

Building a Bridge over the Body-Mind Divide: Neuroscience and Eating Disorders

In the psychoanalytic arena, psychosomatic symptoms are considered failures of thought with unthinkable thoughts becoming stuck in the body. The work of treatment in dealing with bodily symptomatology and bodily preoccupation focuses on creating the link or building the bridge of understanding over the body-mind divide.

The split of mind-body or body-mind functioning is enacted in many arenas in the eating disordered patient’s life. Concretely, these patients expect that through discipline over the body they can establish interpersonal effectiveness. One may conceive of an eating disorder as an attempt at self-cure, which fails and leads to further isolation and helplessness. When you begin to work with an anorexic, bulimic or compulsive binge eater, you discover the deep level of entrenchment that the eating disorder has in their lives. How do we as therapists learn to speak “their language”, a language of food and bodily concerns, while introducing and integrating mindfulness in our clinical work?

New knowledge regarding the neurobiology of human development has implications for understanding some of the underlying body-mind issues we find with eating disorder patients. The analytic field is just beginning to have “new eyes” in understanding the interface of Self Regulation capacities, the development of Affect
Regulation, and Attachment Theory and exploring how these contributions add to our clinical understanding of interpersonal treatment with our eating disordered patients.

I. The BodyMind
II. Unformulated and Alyxithymic
III. Neurobiological Underpinnings
   a. Neuroplasticity & Mirror Neurons
   b. Hyperactivation and Hypoactivation
   c. Hypoactivation as Dissociation
IV. Self Regulation
   a. The capacity to self soothe
   b. trauma
V. Affect Regulation and Dysregulation
   a. Affect regulation includes not only dampening negative affect and dysregulation but also expanding affect array and intensity, and amplifying positive affect.
VI. Attachment Theory and eating disorders
   a. Mary Maine – AAI; Body Group Work
VII. What connections are there between adult attachment styles and eating disorders?
VIII. Attachment and Affect Regulation Linked
IX. Therapeutic Implications & Clinical Moments

Part Two of Class #2

X. Clinical Applications in Treatment: Transference and Countertransference configurations

XI. Clinical conundrums, challenges and dilemmas occur in the transference/countertransference matrix that incur strong visceral emotions in the therapist and patient interactions. There are powerful moments that often happen spontaneously and jolt us into a heightened state of consciousness that can set the stage for therapeutic change. By seizing these moments that catch us by surprise we are offered an opportunity to see something from a new angle, a view not ordinarily seen.

XII. A common function of ED patient’s symptoms is a communication to the therapist, often about transference issues. Symptoms can communicate feelings or ideas that the patient cannot yet put into words and often the worsening of symptoms is the patient’s way of upping the ante – “speaking louder” so that the therapist can hear the non verbal communication of some aspect of the patient’s experience.
XIII. Interpersonal theory allows considerable freedom for active interventions in psychodynamic therapy by defining transference as the patient’s idiosyncratic perspective on the real activity of the therapist. So, rather than obscuring the transference, introduction of analytically informed behavioral techniques might highlight previously unrecognized aspects of the transference.

Readings:


Suggested:


**Learning Objectives for Class #2 Parts One and Two**

1. Conceptualize how disordered eating is the psychic inability to care for one's self and to make better clinical use of this perspective through the contexts of attachment, self-state and body-state theory, self regulation and affect regulation issues.

2. Explain the theory that one may conceive of an eating disorder as an attempt at self-cure, which fails and leads to further isolation and helplessness.

3. Identify the neurobiological underpinnings of addictive disorders and how the neurobiology of human development has implications for understanding some of the underlying body-mind issues we find with eating disorder patients.

4. Develop an awareness of the underlying issues involved with variations in the analytic frame with eating disordered, compulsive and addictive patients.
5. Develop an understanding of an interpersonal perspective on clinical issues related to boundary violations with the eating disorder population.

6. Identify examples of clinical moments that occur that explain the transference/countertransference matrix in the treatment of patients with eating disorders, compulsions and addictions.

Class #3 Parts 1 & 2

Eating Disorders and Dissociation:

Understanding Treatment Resistant Anorexia and Bulimia through a multiple self states model.

Anorexia Nervosa involves a constitution that ‘allows’ rapid, extreme weight loss when nutritionally deprived; apparent indifference to life threatening cachexia that cloaks a morbid, inexplicable paralyzing terror of weight gain. Weight gain is often rationalized as a culturally accepted disdain for persons who ‘lack discipline’ and ‘who are fat’. The conundrum of anorexia is that in quelling fear through monotonous but reassuringly predictable rituals, the anorexic’s life is now existentially bearable and knowable…but her mental life is impaired and she is physically debilitated. To her though, for the moment—her psychic dis-ease is mitigated by her clinical disease.

The term Bulimia is derived from Latin and means “hunger of an ox”. Within the past decade, researchers have been exploring the link between trauma, dissociation and bulimia as patients with bulimia experience higher levels of dissociative symptoms during binge-purge cycles. The bulimic symptomatology may be viewed as the behavioral component of a split-off bulimic self with needs, feelings and perceptions that occupy a particular self state. As therapists we must actively seek out and empathize directly with the bulimic self in order to uncover the needs embedded within it.

I. Managing the Chronic, Treatment-Resistant Anorexic Patient
II. Psychopathology of Chronic Anorexia
   a. Treatment Resistance
   b. Chronicity
III. Case of Sabrina
   a. Tapes
IV. Manorexia
V. Bulimia and Dissociation
Readings:


New York: Guilford Press.


Suggested:


Learning Objectives for Class #3 Part 1

1. Describe the conundrum of anorexia and identify issues of resistance.

2. Describe the concept of dissociation and at least one dimension of the theory related to its use in clinical work with patients with eating disorders.

3. Explain the link between trauma, dissociation and bulimia as patients with bulimia experience higher levels of dissociative symptoms during binge-purge cycles.
Part 2 of Class #3

Eating Disorders as Disorders of Desire

When a person struggles with an eating disorder their relationship to food can read like a clandestine taboo love affair—anticipation fueling excitement, intimacy enveloped in secrecy and disappointment and emptiness when it’s over. They have lost faith in the human reliability of the other so they progressively either withdraw from or never really develop a relationship with others.

Analytic work in the eating disorders world compels us to explore the conflictual nature of wanting and allows us to be curious to consider desire’s contrasting forces—the positive and the negative. This is a population for whom longing is directed feverishly towards food or towards an all too slender body image. These eating disordered patients’ desires are complex, contradictory, and desperate often resulting in life impeding rituals, weight loss or weight gain.

Eating disorders involve a dysregulation of desire and a dysregulation of appetite because the eating disordered person feels she is at the mercy of her own feelings. She is enslaved by her felt inability to contain desire as a regulatable affect. As therapists we can attune ourselves more to the body-mind in the analytic dance if we consciously feel with our skin, our bones and our viscera, our patient’s narratives of desire.

Readings:


Suggested:

Learning Objectives for Class #3 Part 2

1. Describe how eating disorders could be viewed as disorders of desire.

2. Articulate a conceptualization of the role of secrets and its relationship to desire and how this is manifested in split off parts of the self.

3. Develop an understanding of the role of appetite and the dysregulation of desire as it impacts on the clinical issues presented in treatment by patients struggling with disordered eating and eating disorders.

Class #4

Bodies in Interaction: When a Body meets a Body

The psychotherapeutic treatment of eating disorders requires an acute respect for the power that bodily concerns can hold over patients. Eating disorder patients are compelling, either drawing us into their suffering or pushing us out. As therapists we are immediately engaged, fascinated and sometimes horrified as we view their struggles and the underlying terror of relatedness, which is obscured by their varying symptoms.

As therapists we focus on words but our bodies also speak. And in a manner of speaking there are always “many” bodies in the room – the patient and the therapist both have bodies as material entities and both have bodies as it expresses and symbolizes psychic life. For each person the expressive and symbolic meaning, of her own body and the body of the other, changes with changes in her self state. What do the “bodies” mean to each other? What are the feelings and ideas, conscious and unconscious, that go through our minds when we look at another person? How do we help patients hold one another’s mind and body in mind within the interpersonal field?

Readings:


Suggested:


Learning Objectives Class #4

1. Explain the role of the dissociation in the body as a form of non verbal interpersonal communication.

2. Describe how the back and forth of relatedness in the therapeutic dyad unfolds on a body to body level.

3. Utilize awareness of the body in the clinical encounter between analyst and patient.

Class #5

Discussion of Clinical Case material to be presented by students

Regulation of Relatedness

No readings required

How do therapists attempt to create safety in the eating disordered patient’s world of chaos where out of control or over control are the only known staples of their diet? We recognize that patients with eating disorders and addictions need the experience of a
safe, real relationship with a therapist to ultimately enable them to acquire more tenable solutions to their body image and eating problems. But what actually makes one treatment safe and another not?

Clinical Case presentations with live supervision.